
ICAA2021 Publication Ethics 

The submission format is the same as the camera-ready format. Please check and carefully follow 
the instructions and templates provided. Each paper should clearly indicate its technical or 
scientific contributions and the theme which it belongs to. All submitted papers will be subject to 
the single-blind peer-review process. Papers that are out of the conference theme or contain 
plagiarism in any way from any source will be rejected without consideration. The organizing 
committee of this conference commits itself to ensuring the quality and norms of the conference 
and articles involved and to protecting the interests of participants and contributors. Thus, the 
organizing committee makes a special statement concerning contributions. The statement is as 
follows: 

1). All articles contributed to ICAA2021 must be new articles which have not been published in 
any journals or publications, and the copyrights of the articles should not have been demised to 
any institution, organization or individual. 

2). Several kinds of articles are to be declined by ICAA2021: 1) Pseudo-articles which are 
incompetent in reasoning and devoid of any statistics, experiments or designs; 2) Plagiarized 
articles; 3) Articles translated by translation software; 4) Articles irrelevant to the theme and 
scope of this conference. 

3). ICAA2021 takes a tough position to plagiarism. All articles registered will be tested for 
plagiarism. Any article that fails to pass the plagiarism detection will be sent back to its writer. 

4). ICAA2021 earnestly requests article-contributors to scrupulously abide by academic ethics. 
ICAA2021 also objects to repeated submission of one article and withdrawal of articles without 
reason. Any academic misbehavior concerning articles contributed will be reported to the 
workplaces of the contributors. 

5). In order to strengthen the supervision and examination of articles and to ensure the quality of 
articles, the administration team of ICAA2021 will examine each article for five to ten work-days. 
Please be patient. 
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